exciting moments underwater.
PUTTIN' IT IN THE BOOK

On the playback unit I pressed Display and
then Play. The Display button allows you to
see the "time code," an eight-digit numeric
log that is automatically burned into the
tape as it is recorded.
By logging the numeric signposts at the
"in" and "out" points where a sequence
begins and ends, along with a brief descrip-

tion of the content of the footage, I am later
able to easily locate that footage on our original tapes.
As we watched the video footage, the
crew, the captain and the other divers were
astounded. 1 was scribbling: an eight-digit
"in" point where the school of baitfish prepared to part, a similar notation as the shark
appeared, another number when it engulfed
the burly bag and finally the "out" point
when the shark disappeared and the bait-

fish reformed their tight school.
Each number would later coincide
with either a transition (fade-in and fadeout) or a high point in the music and voiceover tracks I would add for dramatic effect
after I moved the footage into my digital
editing program. By doing the logging at
the instant of first viewing, I saved myself
the agony of having to deal with a mountain of unlogged footage later when it was
time to put it all together.

IMAGES DIGITAL

Digital Image Compression
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BY JACK & SUE D R A F A H L

ivers entering the world of digital
photography now have to be concerned with two types of compression. The most obvious deals with air and
water compression as you dive deeper into
the abyss. We all learned about it during our
certification, and use that knowledge to
make us safer divers.
The second type of compression, new to
the underwater world, occurs when underwater digital cameras compress the image data
as it is being stored on memory cards.

D

DIGI-SPEAK

Along with the new digital exploration comes
new technical terminology. JPEG (Joint Photographic Experts Group) file compression is
a standard feature in a digital camera. It looks
at image detail, mainly in the shadows, and
uses various mathematical formulas to
reduce the image file size. Depending on
which camera you own, it will have several
levels of compression, with the default setting somewhere in the middle.
The advantage of having different

compression levels is that you can increase
the number of images you are able to save
on a memory card. A three-megapixel camera set to its default JPEG compression setting will allow about 90 to 100 images on a
128-meg card. Setting the camera to the
lowest compression level (highest-quality
image) could reduce your capacity to as little as 20 to 30 images. If you set the JPEG
compression setting to the highest level
(lowest-quality image), you can get as many
as 500 images on the same memory card.

DIFFERRENCES IN THE DETAILS The difference between compressed and uncompressed images becomes more apparent as the
image is enlarged. An extreme blowup of a French grunt clearly shows the "jaggies" in a highly compressed image (aeft) as contrasted with an uncompressed image (right).
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When film photographers hear that
reducing the quality of an image saves space
on the memory card, their first reaction is to
set the JPEG compression to its lowest level
to get the highest-quality images. They often
do this without understanding how compression works. Little do they know that the
difference between the default setting and
higher image-quality settings is negligible.
But the image quality drops quickly
when you go the other direction. The higher
compression settings are not recommended
unless you only plan to use them for Internet transfer of images. You will be very disappointed if you decide to make prints from
these massively compressed files.
TIFF AND RAW

Your choices get more complicated with
cameras that have TIFF and RAW uncompressed formats. If you use these formats,
you will only be able to save a few images
per memory card. In addition, each image
seems to take forever to save, so you'll be
waiting impatiently until you can take the
next shot. The solution is simple — don't
use either the TIFF or RAW format.
The difference between these uncom-

REASONABLE COMPRESSION The full
image of the French grunt seen on page
44. This photo was taken with the camera's default JPEG setting.
pressed file formats and the high-quality
JPEG format is only visible in extreme
enlargements. These formats are best used
by professional topside photographers who
have all the time in the world and don't care
about image space.
"JAGGIES," FRACTALS AND ALIENS

If you find yourself with an image that has
a lower-quality JPEG compression, don't
despair — there is still hope. When you
enlarge one of these lower-quality highercompression files, you end up with "jaggies," or pixelation of the image. Several

software companies have created programs
that let you import the file and save it as a
higher-resolution file.
This doesn't totally eliminate the jaggies,
but it certainly improves the photo. When
you first see it happen on your screen, you
will find it hard to believe. We have tested
two programs, G e n u i n e Fractals
(www.lizardtech.com), and Image Doctor ,
(www.alienskin.com) with underwater
images and found that they both work well
as plug-in filters for Adobe Elements or
Adobe Photoshop.
The bottom line is that the JPEG
default setting is probably your best bet for
almost all shooting situations. If you come
upon a really great shot, then you might
change to a lower compression setting after
you have taken a couple of shots using the
default setting.
1^
Send your questions to the authors at digital
duo@jackandsuedrafahl.com and we will try to
answer them directly or in an upcoming column. For further information, you can purchase our new book, Digital Imaging for the
Underwater Photographer, directly from our
Web site at www.jackandsuedrafahl.com.

Dive

7Aa U.S. Virgin

Dive the USVI with PADI 5 Star
Dive Center, and NAUI Dream
Resort, Cruz Bay Watersports. 25
sites are within a 15-minute boat ride.
6 7an% Package
3-tvvo tank, two location dives
in 3 days
your BCD/REG $192 ours $221
10 JanQ Package
5-two tank, two location dives
in 5 days
your BCD/REG $295 ours $325

7Ae Virgin
The beauty in the sea has met its
match in comfort and style at the
Westin Resort &. Villas St. John.
Dive the days and dream away the
nights in our heavenly bed.
Call your local travel professional
for more information.
Ask for special dive rate when making reservation.
Minimum three-night stay required. Subject to availability.
Group Rates available on request. Not valid with any other
special offers or promotions. Children 18 and under stay
free in parents' room (limit two children). Tax and resort
service fee is additional. One category upgrade based on
availability at check-in for an additional $25 per night.
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